1. Introduction {#se0010}
===============

Due to variety applications in manufacturing industries and technological processes, like, wire drawing, production of paper and glass-fiber, processing industries of metal and polymer etc., the flow of incompressible viscous fluids through stretching sheets has attracted a considerable attention of researchers. In closed analytical form, an exact similarity solution was found, later on, by Crane [@br0010], who considered streamline of Newtonian fluid\'s flow. McLeod and Rajagopal [@br0020], later on proved the uniqueness of the solution established by Crane. For the same flow, Gupta and Gupta studied the transfer of heat and mass over a stretching surface [@br0030]. The idea of a flow due to a stretching surface was extended to three dimensions by Wang [@br0040]. The investigation of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow is very interesting due to promising magnetic field effects on the boundary layer. Pavlov took an uniform magnetic field into account and studied the MHD flow over a stretching surface to obtain the exact similarity solutions [@br0050]. Andersson investigated the MHD flow of an incompressible viscous fluid over a stretching sheet [@br0060]. The MHD flow over a stretching permeable surface without and with blowing were respectively studied by [@br0070] and [@br0080], where important contributions were made.

Because of having increasing applications to various engineering problems, the flow of an incompressible fluid due to a shrinking sheet has attracted much more attention [@br0090]. An analytical study of MHD fluid\'s flow past a shrinking surface was reported in [@br0100]. In the presence of suction, Kandasamy and Khamis studied the effects of mass and heat transfer of MHD boundary layer flow over a shrinking sheet [@br0110]. Fang and Zhang studied MHD flow over a shrinking surface and obtained an analytical solution [@br0120]. In a later publication, they reported the thermal boundary layer flow and calculated an exact analytic solution [@br0130]. For the MHD fluid\'s flow over shrinking surface, Krishnendu studied the effects of heat source subject to mass suction [@br0140].

Lie group analysis is a technique applied to non-linear differential equations to obtain similarity reductions. This particular analysis reduces the number of variables in the governing PDEs. Consequently the system of PDEs is converted into a self-similar system of ODEs. In this report, we consider a shrinking sheet and study the effects mass and heat transfer under the influence of thermal slip. We use the technique of Lie group to determine the self similar solution.

The above mentioned approach has been exploited for analyzing the process of conviction in many flow configurations arising in different branches of engineering and other applied sciences [@br0150]. Ullah and Zaman used the approach of Lie group to obtain similarity transformations for the flow of tangent hyperbolic fluid over a stretching sheet subject to slip conditions [@br0160]. Avramenko et al. used the analysis of Lie group to determine the symmetric characteristics of tumultuous flows of a boundary layer [@br0170]. The authors of [@br0180] studied hypothetically a declining plume of bio-convection in a profound apartment full of a fluid soaked permeable medium by exercising the method of the Lie group. The Lie group technique has been exploited to investigate blended convective flow taking the transmission of mass into account [@br0190]. Hamad et al. used the Lie group analysis to explore the impact of thermic emission and convective surface transversality conditions over a flow of boundary layer [@br0200]. Considering an inclined plate, Aziz et al. explored the production of heat and the reactive index\'s variable in a magneto-hydrodynamic flow by using the transformations of scaling group [@br0210]. A free of convection nanofluid\'s flow across a chemically susceptible horizontal plate in a penetrating medium was investigated by Rashidi et al. [@br0220]. They used the technique of Lie group analysis to determine the solution.

In this report, we study the impacts of thermal source on magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) flow and the transfer of heat across a shrinking sheet taking thermal slip into account. We apply Lie group analysis to transform the governing partial differential equations into self-similar ordinary differential equations.

The report is organized as follows. In Section [2](#se0020){ref-type="sec"}, we present the mathematical formulation. We use the Lie group analysis in Section [3](#se0030){ref-type="sec"} to obtain similarity transformations for our mathematical formulation. Section [4](#se0040){ref-type="sec"} is devoted to the detail study of the variations in the dimensionless velocity and temperature profiles for different values of the Hertmann number, the mass suction parameter and the slip parameter. Numerical simulations are presented to geometrically show the impacts of different parameters on the velocity and temperature profiles. Finally, we conclude our work in Section [5](#se0070){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Model {#se0020}
========

In this work, we consider a magnetohydrodynamic flow of a boundary layer Newtonian fluid that allows electric current to pass through in two dimensions. The fluid is taken over a permeable declining sheet with internal thermal radiation (absorption). The thermal shift will be investigated over a sheet which is coinciding with $y = 0$ and assume that the flow is limited to the region where *y* is strictly positive. The sheet is along the horizontal axis and is perpendicular to the vertical axis.

In the presence of uniform transverse magnetic field, the fundamental equations of continuity, momentum and energy for the steady two-dimensional flow with usual notations are given below [@br0140]$$\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} = 0,$$$$u\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + v\frac{\partial u}{\partial y} = \nu\frac{\partial^{2}u}{\partial y^{2}} - \frac{\sigma B_{0}^{2}}{\rho}u,$$$$u\frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + v\frac{\partial T}{\partial y} = \frac{K}{\rho c_{p}}\frac{\partial^{2}T}{\partial y^{2}} + \frac{Q_{0}}{\rho c_{p}}(T - T_{\infty}).$$ In the above equations the horizontal and vertical components of the velocity are dented respectively by *u* and *v*. The viscosity and the density of the kinetic fluid are represented respectively by *ν* and *ρ*. The symbols *σ* and $B_{0}$ represent the fluid\'s electrical conductivity and the magnetic field applied to the system. The temperature of the system is denoted by *T* while $T_{\infty}$ represents free stream temperature. The symbols $Q_{0}$, *κ* and $c_{p}$ express the volumetric ratio of generation of heat, the fluid\'s thermal conductivity and the specific heat respectively.

Denoting the shrinking constant and temperature of the sheet respectively by $c > 0$ and $T_{w}$, the transversality conditions in terms of components of velocity and the temperature may be expressed as$$U_{w}(x) = u = - c\ x,\mspace{9mu} v_{w} = - v,\ T_{w} = T - D_{1}\frac{\partial T}{\partial y},\ \ {when}\ \ y = 0,$$$$T\rightarrow T_{\infty},\ \ u\rightarrow 0,\ \ {when}\ \ y\rightarrow\infty.$$ Here, $v_{w}$ denotes a prescriptive sharing of wall mass suction of the sheet which is strictly positive, and $D_{1}(x)$ is the slip factor of the thermal measured in $\left( {length} \right)^{- 1}$.

Now we focus our attention on the non-dimensionalization the system under consideration. This can be done by introducing the dimensionless quantities as follows$$\begin{array}{l}
{\overline{x} = \frac{xU_{\infty}}{\nu},\ \ \overline{y} = \frac{yU_{\infty}}{\nu},\ \ \overline{u} = \frac{u}{U_{\infty}},\overline{v} = \frac{v}{U_{\infty}},\ \ Pr = \frac{\nu}{\alpha}} \\
{\theta = \frac{T - T_{\infty}}{T_{w} - T_{\infty}},\ \ M = \frac{\sigma B_{0}^{2}\nu}{\rho U_{\infty}^{2}},\ \ Q = \frac{\nu Q_{0}}{U_{\infty}^{2}\rho c_{p}}.} \\
\end{array}$$ Now, we plug the scalings given in [(6)](#fm0060){ref-type="disp-formula"} into the system given by Eqs. [(1)](#fm0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(3)](#fm0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} and, for the sake of simplicity, ignore the over bars. After a simple algebraic manipulation, the expressions for the continuity, the momentum and the energy can be written as$$\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} = 0,$$$$u\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + v\frac{\partial u}{\partial y} = \frac{\partial^{2}u}{\partial y^{2}} - Mu,$$$$u\frac{\partial\theta}{\partial x} + v\frac{\partial\theta}{\partial y} = \frac{1}{Pr}\frac{\partial^{2}\theta}{\partial y^{2}} + Q\theta.$$ The scalings defined in Eq. [(6)](#fm0060){ref-type="disp-formula"}, transform the boundary conditions [(4)](#fm0040){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(5)](#fm0050){ref-type="disp-formula"} into$$u\ \ U_{\infty} = - cx,\mspace{9mu} v\ \ U_{\infty} = - V_{w},\mspace{9mu}\theta = 1 + \frac{U_{\infty}D_{1}(x)}{\nu}\frac{\partial\theta}{\partial y},\mspace{9mu}{when}\mspace{9mu} y = 0,$$$$u\rightarrow 0,\ \ T\rightarrow T_{\infty},\mspace{9mu}{when}\mspace{9mu} y\rightarrow\infty.$$ Now, for the reduction of parameters and the number of equations, the stream function *ψ* is chosen in such a way that it satisfies the equations $u = \frac{\partial\psi}{\partial y}$, $v = - \frac{\partial\psi}{\partial x}$. We observe that the continuity of the second order partial derivatives of the stream function *ψ* is confirmed from Eq. [(7)](#fm0070){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Consequently, Eq. [(7)](#fm0070){ref-type="disp-formula"} reduces to an identity. Eqs. [(8)](#fm0080){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(9)](#fm0090){ref-type="disp-formula"}, in terms of the function *ψ*, respectively transformed into$$\left( \frac{\partial\psi}{\partial y} \right)\left( \frac{\partial^{2}\psi}{\partial x\partial y} \right) - \left( \frac{\partial\psi}{\partial x} \right)\left( \frac{\partial^{2}\psi}{\partial y^{2}} \right) = \frac{\partial^{3}\psi}{\partial y^{3}} - M\left( \frac{\partial\psi}{\partial y} \right),$$$$\left( \frac{\partial\psi}{\partial y} \right)\left( \frac{\partial\theta}{\partial x} \right) - \left( \frac{\partial\psi}{\partial x} \right)\left( \frac{\partial\theta}{\partial y} \right) = \frac{1}{Pr}\left( \frac{\partial^{2}\theta}{\partial y^{2}} \right) + Q\theta.$$ By introducing the function *ψ* the boundary conditions [(10)](#fm0100){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(11)](#fm0110){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be written as$$\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial y} = - \frac{cx}{U_{\infty}},\mspace{9mu}\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial x} = \frac{V_{w}}{U_{\infty}},\mspace{9mu}\theta = 1 + \frac{U_{\infty}D_{1}(x)}{\nu}\frac{\partial\theta}{\partial y}\mspace{9mu}{at}\mspace{9mu} y = 0,$$$$\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial y}\rightarrow 0,\mspace{9mu} T\rightarrow T_{w}\mspace{9mu}{as}\mspace{9mu} y\rightarrow\infty.$$ Our next step is to find the invariant solutions for the system described by [(12)](#fm0120){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(13)](#fm0130){ref-type="disp-formula"} under a particular continuous one parametric group. This is the same as to determine the similarity solutions to the system given by [(12)](#fm0120){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(13)](#fm0130){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In this regard, we look for a group of transformations from the set of one parametric scaling transformation simplified form of the Lie group analysis.

3. Analysis {#se0030}
===========

Our goal in this section is to apply the technique of the Lie group to determine transformations of similarity. Consequently, the system of nonlinear PDE\'s will be converted into a self similar system of linear ODE\'s. To do so, we need to introduce the following scaling group of transformations (see, for instance, [@br0230], [@br0240]),$$\Gamma:\ \ x^{\ast} = xe^{\epsilon\gamma_{1}},\mspace{9mu} y^{\ast} = ye^{\epsilon\gamma_{2}},\mspace{9mu}\psi^{\ast} = \psi e^{\epsilon\gamma_{3}},\mspace{9mu}\theta^{\ast} = \theta e^{\epsilon\gamma_{4}}.$$ The letter *ϵ* in [(16)](#fm0160){ref-type="disp-formula"} denotes the parameter of the group Γ and $\gamma_{i}^{\prime}$s, $i = 1,2,3,4$, are arbitrary real numbers to be calculated. The introduction of the above scalings [(16)](#fm0160){ref-type="disp-formula"} transforms the ordered triplet $(x,y,\psi,\theta)$ into $(x^{\ast},y^{\ast},\psi^{\ast},\theta^{\ast})$.

Putting [(16)](#fm0160){ref-type="disp-formula"} in the Eqs. [(12)](#fm0120){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(13)](#fm0130){ref-type="disp-formula"}, one arrives at$$e^{\epsilon(\gamma_{1} + 2\gamma_{2} - 2\gamma_{3})}\left( \frac{\partial\psi^{\ast}}{\partial y^{\ast}}\frac{\partial\psi^{\ast}}{\partial x^{\ast}\partial y^{\ast}} - \frac{\partial\psi^{\ast}}{\partial x^{\ast}}\frac{\partial^{2}\psi^{\ast}}{\partial{y^{\ast}}^{2}} \right) = e^{\epsilon(3\gamma_{2} - \gamma_{3})}\frac{\partial^{3}\psi^{\ast}}{\partial{y^{\ast}}^{3}} - Me^{\epsilon(\gamma_{2} - \gamma_{3})}\frac{\partial\psi^{\ast}}{\partial y^{\ast}},$$$$e^{\epsilon(\gamma_{1} + \gamma_{2} - \gamma_{3} - \gamma_{4})}\left( \frac{\partial\psi^{\ast}}{\partial y^{\ast}}\frac{\partial\theta}{\partial x^{\ast}} - \frac{\partial\psi^{\ast}}{\partial x^{\ast}}\frac{\partial\theta}{\partial y^{\ast}} \right) = e^{\epsilon(2\gamma_{2} - \gamma_{4})}\frac{1}{Pr}\frac{\partial^{2}\theta}{\partial y^{2}} + e^{- \epsilon\gamma_{4}}Q\theta^{\ast}.$$ The newly structured system described by Eqs. [(17)](#fm0170){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(18)](#fm0180){ref-type="disp-formula"} will remain unchanged if their exponents are forced to satisfy the ensuing relations (see, e.g., [@br0250], [@br0260])$$\gamma_{1} + 2\gamma_{2} - 2\gamma_{3} = 3\gamma_{2} - \gamma_{3} = \gamma_{2} - \gamma_{3},$$$$\gamma_{1} + \gamma_{2} - \gamma_{3} - \gamma_{4} = 2\gamma_{2} - \gamma_{4} = - \gamma_{4}.$$ The Eqs. [(19)](#fm0190){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(20)](#fm0200){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be simultaneously solved to give$$\gamma_{1} = \gamma_{1},\ \ \gamma_{2} = \gamma_{4} = 0,\ \ \gamma_{3} = \gamma_{1}.$$ By inserting [(21)](#fm0210){ref-type="disp-formula"} into the similarity [(16)](#fm0160){ref-type="disp-formula"}, one may observe that the transformations given by Γ are changed to the subsequent mono parametric class of transformations$$\Gamma:\quad\psi^{\ast} = \psi e^{\epsilon\gamma_{1}},\mspace{9mu} x^{\ast} = xe^{\epsilon\gamma_{1}},\mspace{9mu} y^{\ast} = y,\mspace{9mu}\theta^{\ast} = \theta.$$ Expanding mono parametric group of transformations [(22)](#fm0220){ref-type="disp-formula"} by Taylor\'s series considering *ϵ* very small and confining up to leading order terms in *ϵ*, the transformations Γ are converted to the elementary form$$\Gamma:\quad x^{\ast} - x = x\epsilon\gamma_{1},\ \ y^{\ast} - y = 0,\ \ \psi^{\ast} - \psi = \psi\epsilon\gamma_{1},\ \ \theta^{\ast} - \theta = 0.$$ A simple algebraic manipulation of Eq. [(23)](#fm0230){ref-type="disp-formula"} leads mono parametric group of transformations [(22)](#fm0220){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the characteristic equation$$\frac{dx}{x\gamma_{1}} = \frac{dy}{0} = \frac{d\psi}{\psi\gamma_{1}} = \frac{d\theta}{0}.$$ Applying algebraic manipulation to Eq. [(24)](#fm0240){ref-type="disp-formula"}, one may be able to deduce the following similarity transformations$$y = \eta,\quad\psi = xf(\eta),\quad\theta = \theta(\eta),$$ where *η* is the similarity variable, and *f*, *θ*, are the dependent variables. Our next task is the similarity equations. Introducing the transformations [(25)](#fm0250){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the governing equations [(12)](#fm0120){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(13)](#fm0130){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we arrive at the following system of ordinary differential equations$$Mf^{\prime} + \left( f^{\prime} \right)^{2} - f^{''}f - f^{'''} = 0,$$$$\theta^{''} + Pr(f\theta^{\prime} + Q\theta) = 0,$$ where the primes denote derivatives with respect to the parameter *η*. Finally, solving the system presented by the relations [(26)](#fm0260){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(27)](#fm0270){ref-type="disp-formula"} under the boundary conditions [(14)](#fm0140){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(15)](#fm0150){ref-type="disp-formula"} leads to$$\begin{array}{l}
{f = S,\ \ f^{\prime} = - 1,\ \ \theta = 1 + b\ \theta^{\prime}(0),} \\
{f^{\prime}\rightarrow 0,\ \ \theta\rightarrow 0\ \ {as}\ \ \eta\rightarrow\infty,} \\
\end{array}$$ where $S = - \frac{V_{w}}{U_{\infty}}$ and $b = \frac{U_{\infty}D_{1}(x)}{\nu}$ are the mass suction and thermal slip parameters respectively.

4. Discussion {#se0040}
=============

4.1. Technique of solution {#se0050}
--------------------------

To find the solution of system consisting of the nonlinear ODE\'s presented by [(26)](#fm0260){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(27)](#fm0270){ref-type="disp-formula"} under the BC\'s [(28)](#fm0280){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we follow the finite difference code [@br0270] together with Shooting method using the symbolic computation software MATHEMATICA 11. Taking an infinite interval into account, one can not solve the given system. Even if the interval is finite but large enough, solution of the system over it would be improbable. To verify the persistent behavior of the solution in the limit where the boundary approaches infinity, we solve the system for increasingly larger intervals. The infinity condition is taken at large but finite value of *η*. The desired value of *η* is chosen in a way where there does not occur *extensive* change in velocity and temperature profiles.

To perform numerical simulations, we assign various values to the physical parameters in the system under consideration. Large values are assigned to the Hartmann number, represented by the symbol *M* and the parameter of mass suction *S* to assure the appearance of steady flow near the sheet.

4.2. Discussion {#se0060}
---------------

In the following, we explore the impacts of distinct parameters of the system upon the velocity as well as the temperature of the flow. From the practical point of view, this has great significance. We vary one of the parameters and fix the remaining taking physical relevancy into account.

First we study the impacts of the Hertmann number *M* upon the velocity and temperature profiles of the flow. In [Figure 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}, we depict the variations in the profiles of the velocity $f^{\prime}(\eta)$, and the temperature $\theta(\eta)$, as functions of *η*. From the left panel of the figure, one can observe that at a fixed value of *η*, the dimensionless velocity increases of the flow as the Hertmann number *M* increases. Consequently the thickness of the momentum boundary layer decreases. The right panel of the figure shows that the temperature of the flow decreases with the increase in the Hertmann number. We have fixed the mass suction parameter $S = 2$, the slip parameter $b = 0.2$, the Prandtl number $Pr = 0.7$, and the source or sink parameter $Q = 0.5$.Figure 1Profiles of the velocity (left) and temperature (right) of the flow as function of *η* for several values of Hertmann number *M*.Figure 1

The impacts of the mass suction parameter *S* upon the profiles of the dimensionless velocity and temperatures are depicted in [Figure 2](#fg0020){ref-type="fig"}. The Hertmann number $M = 2$, and the remaining parameters are the same as for [Figure 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}. For a fixed value of *η*, one can notice an increase in the dimensionless velocity of the flow as one increases the parameter of the mass suction *S*. Consequently, the thickness of the momentum boundary layer becomes thinner. The right panel of the same figure shows the variation of the dimensionless temperature for various values of *S*. We observe that, for a certain value of *η*, the temperature of the flow reduces as the mass suction parameter increases. Thus, the thickness of the thermal boundary layer can be reduces by increasing the suction parameter. Whenever the transfer of heat for a flow is given a prime importance, the effects of the parameter *Q* upon the profile of the temperature of the flow becomes very important from the practical point of view. In [Figure 3](#fg0030){ref-type="fig"}, we study the impacts of the sink parameter on the temperature profiles of the flow. It is clear from the figure that as strength of the heat source increases, the dimensionless temperature decreases. This indicates increasing the sink (source) parameter one can observe reduction (increases) in the thickness of the layer of thermal boundary.Figure 2Profiles of the dimensionless velocity *f*^′^(*η*) (left) and the temperature *θ*(*η*) (right) for various values of the mass suction parameter *S*.Figure 2Figure 3Impacts of the source/sink parameter on the dimensionless temperature of the flow.Figure 3

In [Figure 4](#fg0040){ref-type="fig"} we have plotted the dimensionless temperature field $\theta(\eta)$ for different values of the Prandtl number *Pr* and $S = 2$, $M = 2$, $Q = 0.5$ and $b = 0.2$. It may be observed from the profile that an increase in the heat conductivity of the fluid causes a decrease in the thickness and temperature of the boundary layer. We also note the *θ*-independency of the momentum equation [(26)](#fm0260){ref-type="disp-formula"} and hence deduce that the Prandtl number *Pr*, has no impact on the profile of the dimensionless velocity field.Figure 4Variations in the temperature profile under the influence of the Prandtl number *Pr*.Figure 4

The temperature profiles in the $(\eta,\theta(\eta))$-plane for several values of the thermal slip parameter *b* and $S = 2$, $M = 2$, $Q = 0.5$ and $Pr = 0.7$ are depicted in [Figure 5](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"}. It can be observed that for a certain value of *η*, an increment in the parameter of the thermal slip causes a strict decrease in the temperature of the system. One may also observe the independence of the parameter of the thermal slip and equation of the momentum. Hence, there is no impact of the velocity field on this parameter.Figure 5Temperature profiles *θ*(*η*) for various values of the thermal slip parameter *b*.Figure 5

The impacts of the Prandtl number *Pr* upon the temperature gradient at sheet against *η*, for $M = 2$, $S = 2$ and $b = 0.2$, are depicted in [Figure 6](#fg0060){ref-type="fig"}. We note that $\theta^{\prime}(0)$ is negative sign definite in for all values of the Prandtl number *Pr*. This implies that there is no heat absorption in the sheet and there is a heat transfer from the sheet. The increase in the rate of heat transfer is related with the increase in the Prandtl number *Pr*. This is of particular interest when one evaluates the rate of heat transfer from the sheet.Figure 6Profiles of the temperature gradient *θ*^′^(0) versus the source/sink parameter *Q*, for various values of the Prandtl number *Pr*.Figure 6

In [Figure 7](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"} we depict skin friction in terms of the magnetic field for several values of the mass suction parameter *S*. One may observe that for a certain value of *M*, skin friction increases with an increase in the value of parameter of mass suction *S*. From the momentum equation one may also observe that the skin friction independent of *θ*, so that there is no impact of the temperature on the skin friction.Figure 7Plot of skin friction *f*^″^(0) in terms of the magnetic field, for various values of the mass suction parameter *S*.Figure 7

5. Conclusion {#se0070}
=============

We investigated a flow of a boundary layer of a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Newtonian fluid over a diminishing sheet having internal thermal source. The fluid allows an electric current to pass through. We applied the approach of Lie group to the system to obtain the similarity transformations in the form of ODE\'s.

The impacts of the Hertmann number upon the profiles of the dimensionless velocity and temperature of the flow has been discussed. We have demonstrated that the temperature (velocity) decreases (increases) as we bring increase in the Hertmann number.

The variations in the velocity and temperature of the flow have been discussed in terms the mass suction parameter. We have shown that the dimensionless temperature of the flow decreases when one increases the Prandtl number, the parameter of the thermal slip and source/sink parameters. By increasing the Prandtl number and the heat source parameter, the transfer of heat can be reinforced. To improve the quality of the final product, this result can play a vital role in production engineering. We also demonstrated that by including the thermal slip parameter in the flow, the heat absorption from the sheet can be vanished. It has predicted that the thickness of the thermal boundary layer can be altered by varying the sink (source) parameter.
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